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incidentals of Wheat (FAQ) to be pro,!ured by Government of
Central Pool and economic cost thereof procured under the

during the Rabi Marketing Season 2017'18'
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* Storage Gain
under CAP on

gain in

irespective

of lndia letters No.l76(2)/95-Py- I Vol.ll dated 25'11,99 and

dated 28.3.2003 moisture gain @ l%o for wheat stored in covered godowns

CAP shall also be adjustable from out of the incidentals PaYable to the

the condition that no storage gatn in wheat due to absorPtion of
30th June every Year, and

which would be stored/dispatched upto

be realized irrespectiv'e of the period of storage

has availed discount on railway freilTiis in movement of gunnY

2007 dated 29.6.07 issued by the Ministry of RailwaYs, the same

mut<ing payments bY FCI

to the Food

scheme of
to the State

(Rs./qtl)

stored

nature. The State

no. 199( ry20 16-
for

RMS 2014-15, since,

CoveredCAP
I 1802.591802.59

37.1811.44
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s9.52

159.69
Total 1988.02
c. 17.8012.46

1949.82 1970.22
D. Economic
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jear therefore, benefit of
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indexation has bggn iestricted at the Provisional rates allowed in RMS 2016-17, only MSP, Statutory

;il;ffi[:gtrilr'ili*gt, have been given at prevailing rates'

12. This .issues

333924t'As&ld.tzotl
with the conculrence of Integrated Finance Division vide their

dated 03.04.2017

Date: 05.04.2017 faithfullY,

(Abhay Kumar)

Under Secretary to the Govt' of lndia
Tele 23073798
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